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This page features Procedures from the WorksheetFunction class related to Sum: Sum, SumIf, SumIfs, SumSq, SumX2MY2, SumX2PY2 and SumXMY2 Sum2 Adds All Numbers in the Cell Range. The numbers, logical values, and text representations of the numbers you enter directly into the argument list are counted. If the argument is
an array or reference, only the numbers in this array or link are counted. Empty cells, logical values, or text in an array or link are ignored. Arguments that are error values or text that cannot be translated into numbers cause errors. Syntax: expression. Amount (Arg1, Arg2, Arg3, Arg4, Arg5, Arg6, Arg7, Arg8, Arg9, Arg10, Arg11, Arg12,
Arg13, Arg14, Arg15, Arg16, Arg16, Arg17, Arg18, Arg19, Arg20, Arg21, Arg22, Arg23, Arg24, Arg25, Arg27, Arg28, Arg29, Arg30) Arguments Next Arg1 Argument g7Arg8Arg9Arg1Arg11Arg12Arg13Arg14Arg15Arg16Arg17Arg18Arg19Arg20Arg21Arg222Arg23Arg25Arg26Arg27Arg28Arg29Arg30Amif Adds to the criteria. Sum_range
should not be the same size and shape as the range. The actual cells that are added are defined by the upper, left cell in the sum_range as the beginning of the cell, and then including cells that match the size and shape of the range. For example: Syntax: expression. SumIf (Arg1, Arg2, Arg3) Arguments The following arguments are
needed: Arg1 (Range) - Range of cells that you want to evaluate by criteria. Arg2 - Criteria - criteria in the form of a number, expression or text that determines which cells will be added. For example, the criteria can be expressed as 32, 32, zgt;32, or apples The next argument is optional Arg3 - Sum_range - actual cells to add if their
respective cells in the range meet the criteria. If sum_range omitted, cells in the range are rated by criteria and added if they meet the SumIfs Add Cell criteria in a range that meets multiple criteria. Each cell in sum_range is added up only if all of these criteria are correct for that cell. Cells in sum_range that contain TRUE estimate as 1;
cells in sum_range that contain FALSE estimate as 0 (zero). You can use wildcard symbols, a question mark (?) and an asterisk (me) in the criteria. The question mark corresponds to any character; The asterisk corresponds to any sequence of characters. If you want to find an actual question mark or asterisk, enter tilde (me) in front of
the character. Each criteria_range should not be the same size and shape as sum_range. The actual cells that are added are defined by the upper, left cell in that criteria_range as the beginning of the cell and then including the cell, match in size and shape to sum_range. For example: Syntax: expression. SumIfs (Arg1, Arg2, Arg3, Arg4,
Arg5, Arg6, Arg7, Arg8, Arg9, Arg10, Arg11, Arg12, Arg13, Arg14, Arg15, Arg15, Arg17, Arg18, Arg19, Arg20, Arg21, Arg22, Arg23, Arg24, Arg25, Arg26, Arg27, Arg28, Arg29) Arguments The following arguments are needed: Arg1 (Range) - Sum_range - range for sum. Arg2 (Range) - Criteria_range1, criteria_range2... - One or more
ranges in which to evaluate related criteria. Arg3 The following arguments are optional Arg4Arg5Arg6Arg7Arg8Arg9Arg10Arg11Arg12Arg13Arg14Arg15Arg16Arg17Ar g18Arg19Arg20Arg21Arg222Arg23Arg24Arg25Arg26Arg27Arg28Arg29 SumSq returns the amount of square arguments. Arguments can be numbers or names, arrays, or
references that contain numbers. The numbers, logical values, and text representations of the numbers you enter directly into the argument list are counted. If the argument is an array or reference, only the numbers in this array or link are counted. Empty cells, logical values, text values, or errors in an array or link are ignored. Arguments
that are error values or text that cannot be translated into numbers cause errors. Syntax: expression. SumSq (Arg1, Arg2, Arg3, Arg4, Arg5, Arg6, Arg7, Arg8, Arg9, Arg10, Arg11, Arg12, Arg12, Arg13, Arg14, Arg15, Arg16, Arg17, Arg18, Arg19, Arg20, Arg21, Arg22, Arg23, Arg24, Arg25, Arg26, Arg27, Arg28, Arg29, Arg30) Arguments
Next Argument required A11 - Number 1, number 2... - 1 to 30 arguments for which you want the amount of squares. You can also use one array or link to an array instead of arguments divided by commas The following arguments are optional
Arg2Arg3Arg4Arg5Arg6Arg7Arg8Arg8Arg9Arg10Arg11Arg12Arg13Arg14Arg15Arg16Arg16Arg17Arg18Arg19Arg20Arg21Arg22Arg222Arg24Arg25Arg26Arg27Arg28Arg29Arg30 SumX2MY2 returns the amount of square difference in two arrays. Arguments must be either numbers, names, arrays, or references that contain numbers. If an
array or reference argument contains text, logical values, or empty cells, these values are ignored; however, zero-value cells are included. If array_x and array_y have different numbers of measurements, SumX2MY2 returns #N/A. Equation for syntax square difference : expression. SumX2MY2 (Arg1, Arg2) Arguments Required: Arg1 -
Array_x - first array or range of values Arg2 - Array_y - second array or range of values SumX2PY2 Returns the amount of squares of corresponding values in two arrays. The amount of squares is a general term in many statistical calculations. Arguments must be either numbers, names, arrays, or references that contain numbers. If an
array or reference argument contains text, logical values, or empty cells, these values are ignored; however, zero-value cells are included. If array_x and array_y have different numbers of measurements, SumX2PY2 returns the value An equation for the amount of the amount is Syntax : expression. SumX2PY2 (Arg1, Arg2) Arguments
Required: Arg1 - Array_x - first array or range of values Arg2 - Array_y - the second array or range of values SumXMY2 returns the amount of squares of differences of the corresponding values in two arrays. Arguments must be either numbers, names, arrays, or references that contain numbers. If an array or reference argument contains
text, logical values, or empty cells, these values are ignored; however, zero-value cells are included. If array_x and array_y have different measurements, SumXMY2 returns #N/A. Equation for the amount of square Syntax differences: expression. SumXMY2 (Arg1, Arg2) Arguments Required: Arg1 - Array_x - first array or range of values
Arg2 - Array_y - second array or range of values Use Application.WorksheetFunction. object to call one of the built-in features of the Excel sheet. Use VBA. object to call one of VBA's built-in features. Application. WorksheetFunction.SumThe SUM returns the total number value in the list or range of cells. You can leave with the app. prefix
like this is a global member. Call MsgBox (Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) No 15 Call MsgBox (WorksheetFunction.Sum,1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) 15 You can transfer the Excel range to this feature.' The result should be announced as an option, not String.Dim lookup_result As a variant of Dim myRange As Excel.Range Set
myRange and Range (C2:C6) lookup_result - Application.Worksheet.Sum (myRange) Call MsgBox (lookup_result) Dim lookup_result a version of MyArray and Array (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) lookup_result - Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum (myArray) Call MsgBox (lookup_result) - 15 Application.SumThis is not a VBA function, it's just a confusing
syntax to call the built-in functions of the Excel worksheet. Call MsgBox (Application.Sum,1, 2, 3, 4, 5)) 15 This syntax is a shortcut to Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum. If you use this abbreviated or abbreviated syntax, you will not see any intelligentsia. Although, intellisense you get from using WorksheetFunction. the object is not
great, its better than nothing. Avoid using this notation because for most people it looks like it could be a genuine VBA feature. Application. WorksheetFunction.VLookupThe VLOOKUP returns the value in the same row after finding the appropriate value in the first column. Call MsgBox (Application.WorksheetFunction.VLookup (three,
Range (B2:C6), 2, False) - 3 You can transfer the Excel range to this feature.lookup_result lookup_result' Call MsgBox (lookup_result) No. 3 You can even transfer the array to this feature. Dim lookup_result As Variant Dim myarray As Variant myArray - Array (Array (one,1), Array (two,2), Array (three, 3), Array (four,4), Array (five,5))
lookup_result - Application.VLookup (three, myArray, 2, False) Call MsgBox (lookup_result) No. 3 Can't Find FunctionThe WorksheetFunction Object gives you access to some of the sheet features, but not all of them. If you can't find the feature you're looking for under WorksheetFunction. then look under the VBA. For example, you won't
find Excel ABS. WorksheetFunction.Abs() does not exist The reason for this is that VBA has its own equivalent of a built-in ABS function. Vba. Abs() should be used instead for a full list of all the features you can call from the VBA, please refer to the VBA or Excel page. Different functional names Sometimes equivalent VBA functions have
different names for Excel functions. One example of this is Excel ISBLANK. The SheetFunction.IsBlank does not exist VBA. IsBlank also does not exist with the VBA ISEMPTY equivalent feature. Vba. IsEmpty should be used instead, using EvaluateThis is another alternative way to call the Excel feature, although not often used or
recommended. Call MsgBox (Application.Evaluate (Sqrt(4) ) Toolpak FunctionsPlease Analysis to contact The Analysis-ToolPak for information on how to call Toolpak analysis features from VBA.© 2020 Better Solutions Limited. All rights are reserved. © 2020 Better Solutions Limited TopPrevNext TopPrevNext vba excel
application.worksheetfunction.sum. vba application.worksheetfunction.sumif. vba application.worksheetfunction.sum not working. vba application.worksheetfunction.sumproduct. vba application.worksheetfunction.sum cells. excel vba application.worksheetfunction.sumifs. vba application.worksheetfunction.sum 別シート
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